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Johnson 

Subject: Proposed to the Community Regulations 

I amwriting to you to my support for the federal regulatory agencies' 
proposal to the number of banks and saving associations that will be 

examined under the institution Community (CRA)
The agencies are to the asset threshold $250 to 
million to eliminate consideration of whether the small institution owned by a 8 

company. This reflects a more appropriate of the 
Community Act clearly major step reducing regulatory
burden on institutionswho would be made eligible for the 
examination, and I strongly support this proposal. 

When the CRA regulations were rewritten in 1995, the banking industry 
that community banks of least $500 million be eligible for a less small 
institution examination, The most in the regulations was 
the of the institution examination, which actually did what the act 
required 

It had look each bank's loans the bank was 
helping to meet the credit needs of bank" entire 
It did not impose investment requirement on small banks, the is 

about credit, investment. 
It added no requirements on banks, the promise! of 

sponsor,Senator that be no additional paperwork 
or recordkeeping burden on banks if the act passed.

it created a simple, understandable assessment of the bank's record of 
providing credit its the test considers institution's 
deposit ratio; the of loans its assessment record of 
to of different income levels and of different 
sizes; the geographic distribution o f  its loans; and its record of action,if 
warranted, in response to written complaints its in helping to 

credit needs inits assessment 
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Since then, the regulatory burden on banks has been 
recent, new requirements under USA Patriot Act, privacy and 

security provisions of the Act, recent amendments 
the Fair Credit Act. But the of community banks not 

When a bank must the requirements CRA 
data reporting CRA the costs burdens on that community 

y, 

The transition a to a bank for purposes of imposed very
large additional burden to my here in Due the data collection and 
reporting the requirements to investments and services, and the 
time required for CRA preparation, the CRA position increased 25% 
to 100% o f  full-time employee’s job, In addition, the Chief has spent
countless hours working the details of complex community
to try to meet the unspecified and investment” threshold. a large 
bank, we experienced CRA examiners arbitrarily assigning lower levels of qualified
value to the community donations and on which the bank has 
spent numeroushours and resources. This a dramatically 
regulatory burden that drains both money and our being able to 
help meet the credit needs of our 

I believe that it is true today as was in 1977 when Congress originally
enacted that a community role is to meet the credit needs its 
by making certain mount of relative to its A 
operations are not complex; it’s basically taking in deposits and making 

business activities are focused on geographic areas the 
bank is in the community. institution examination accurately captures
the information necessary for to a communitybank helping 
to meet the needs of its community, and I believe that nothing more should be 
required to satisfy the act. 

As the agencies state in their raising the small institution examination 
threshold to $500 million would make number of communitybanks for 
the status, in the threshold to 

eliminating the holding company limitation would that the percentage 
industry that would be subject to the large retail institution would only decline: 

a little more than 90% to a little less than That decline, though
slight, would more the current distribution of between small and 
banks with the distribution that when the agencies adopted 

Thus, the agencies, in are just 
the of the regulation, which been by a 

in total number of S.banks, inflation, and enormous increaee in the size 
of I believe that the need to provide greater relief to 
banks than just the regulation. 
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While: the small institution test most improvement revised 
it was not to limit its application only to with less $250 

million in it deprived banks relief. 
Currently, a bank with more than $250 million in significantly more 
requirements substantially increase regulatoryburdens without consistently
producing additional benefits contemplated by the Reinvestment 

a million bank only a of branches, 

Therefore, I raising the threshold for the institution examination 
to least billion. the to $1 billion is appropriatefor two 
keeping the focusof smaller lending, which the small
examination does, would be!entirely consistent purpose of the 
Community Reinvestment was ensure the evaluate how banks 

helping to meet the credit needs of communitiesthey serve), 

Second, the limit to billion will have only a smalleffect on the mount of 
covered under the more comprehensive bank test. According to the 

agencies’ awn the 8250 to $500 million would 
industry assets covered by the bank test by less one percent. According to 
December 31,2003, Call Report data, raising the to $1 billion will reduoe the 
amount of subject to much more burdensome test by only 4% 
(to about 85%). Yet, the relief provided would, again, 
the compliance on more than 500 additional banks and savings 

to million limit). I urge the: to raise the limit to $1 billion, 
providing significant regulatory to quote the in the proposal, not 

“in any way the obligation of all insured depository 
to help meet the credit needs of Instead, are meant 

to address the regulatory burden associated with institutions 

conclusion, I strongly support iucreasing the of eligible for the 
bank streamlined as a step in improving the 

and in reducing regulatory burden on our nation’s I 
support the holding company qualificationfor the institution 
examination, since it small banks that of a holding 
company at a to theirpeers and has no legal basis in the 
banks will still be under CRA for record of helping to the 
needs their communities; however, this change will some of the most 

and burdensome elements of regulation faced by
now drowning in regulatory 

and CEO 
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